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  For being a competent youth worker you 
must be gender conscious.  
 
This method is a starter where you 
reflect about stereotyping about gender 
and how it effects young people and 
youth work.
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Rules for the workshop  
Alla ideas is ok. It is ok to make test 
thinking.
Be respectful for different opinions.
Help each other to clarify if it is needed, 
especial important when the most of us not 
are speaking our mother tongue. 
It is ok to generalize because it is a method 
to find out about invisible structures and 
rules.
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To make youth workers and youth work more 
sensitive about how gender and norms affects.

Inspire people to work with gender equality in 
the youth work.

Aim for the workshop 
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The method and my work is 
based on

Human rights: 
all humans are equal and born free and 
have the same value and rights. 

And the idé that we shall give youth 
hundreds of possibilities not two.
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Gender is a social construction 
in a cultural context.

No one lives in a vacuum.
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Frames

Brainstorming 

1. the society ideas (not your own) says about what is a 
real man/boy.

2. the society ideas (not your own) says about what is a 
real women/girl
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• What kind of punishment do boys and men get if the 
go out from the frame, and is it same for all?

• What kind of punishment do women and girls get if 
the go out from the frame, and is it same for all?

• How can we understand this? 

Reflection
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Different messages 
for boys and girls

• Do not say no, do not complain, compete.

• Be nice, pretty, do not compete, wait for your turn.
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Gendercontract
The group of men is superior to the group of 
women. 

Two principles:

• The principle of separation; keep male and 
female apart

• The principle of value; the man is norm, the 
normal and universal

Yvonne Hirdman professor in historie
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Our mission 

See the person, not the gender.

Give every individual the freedom 
to shape their own identity.
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5 keys 
 for gender equality in youth work
1. Marketing and recruitment 

2. Climate for/in the participant group

3. Own awareness and leadership

4.The activities that are chosen

5. The room and the premises

There is no 
quick fix.
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1. Marketing and recruitment
Personal contacts -  Outreach!
With paper – letter, pamfletts, flyers, etc 
SMS 
Website - Mail  
Sociala medier
Through other youth
Create ambassadors
Parents
Connections in the local society
 Old media
Etc

Reflect What are you doing today? 
What should you do today? 
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2. Climate for/in the participant group 

Reflect 
What do they meet when they are coming?

Is everyone seen?
What kind of climate do they meet?
Are you welcomed or are people stirring at you?
Do you feel safe?
Are you accepted even if you don't have the right stil or are one in the ”gang”?
Is there a special jargong / way of being?
What can I as a newcomer do?

Discuss How can we create a good atmosphere?
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3. Own awareness and leadership 

Reflect: 
About your acting and what kind of signals you give.
Do you act different with boys, girls and those who 
don't want to categorize them selfs in gender?
What is the klimat and the acting among the leader?

Curiosity for 
all youth

Knowledge about 
gender, power and 
norms

Ability to handel 
conflicts

Ability to create
good climate and 

cohesion

The leaders 
cooperationThe ledares awareness 

about what kind of 
signal they give
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4.The activities that are chosen 
Reflect 
What do the participants meet when they are 

coming?
What can you do/what kind of activities do you serve?
I the speciell activity or is only place for hanging out?
Always the same actives?
Variations and surprises.
Is it a place for having fun? Is it a place for competing?
Whos interests is giving money and giving place?
Is there both spontaneous actives and planed activity?

Reflect 
Who is attracted of the actives you are providing?

Look at your 
activities form 

boys point of view 
and from girls 
point of view..

Get the gender 
glasses on
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5. The room and the premises
The rooms and the design send out signals.

Gender checking 
You go in groups and problematic all 
physical places (toilets, entrance, 
different rooms). 
 Who use it? Does everyone feel safe?

Create discussions
and communication.

Looks nice so you 
can be proud of it.

Give possibility for a 
lot of different actives.

To feel good in.

House method
Make a map of all rooms and 
activities.
Use post it with different colors.

Reflect
Who is invited and who’s interests are taken 
care of.
What do your visitors meet when they come to 
your place/activity?
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Feedback/Evaluation on the 
method

How you can use this tool in your field/work?
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Mia Hanström

mia.hanstrom@kumlinge.com
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1. Mapping and analysing the premises, can bet done by the leaders or together with the 
youth. 
2. Detects unequal situations. 
3. Formulate goals for practical gender equality work. 
4. Plan concrete activities to realize set goals.

Procedures  
 
1. Make/draw the rooms and activities on a large wall paper. Give each room and activity a 
name that everyone recognizes.  
2. Draw symbols for boys and girls and others, as well as a happy mouth symbol and a sad 
mouth symbol in all three categories. 
3. Draw a big and a small symbol for safety, money and for time, at post it. 
4. Use appropriate symbols and place on the sheet of paper where you want to mark where 
participants are, how they feel and how much resources they have at their disposal. 
5. The mapping should lead to the group agreeing on the issues that are most important to 
process right now. In order for the work to be effective, the conclusions are clear and that the 
goals and measures that are determined are measurable and concrete.  
6. Thereafter, at least two measurable goals are determined for a change work and three 
actions / activities are planned to realize the goals. It is important to specify responsible 
persons to implement the measures and to set a timeframe for the work and how the 
evaluation should take place.

Description  the house image with a gender perspective 
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Gender checking 
You go in groups and problematic all physical places (toilets, 
entrance, different rooms). 
 Who use it? Does everyone feel safe?
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First you have to define your goal groups. 

Goal groups

Describe 
How do they look like?
Age
Gender
Stil
Interestes
Etc
 

Describe those you not reach and those you should reach.
Reflect participants are not the same as goal group.
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